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30’

Tornado M450 
Automated linear saw for fast and accurate 

cutting of frame & truss componenets  
(exluding Mitres and Birdsmouth cuts)

Automated Apollo Saw
The Automated Apollo is a radial arm saw designed to accurately 

cut any angle between 9-171° on timber component



Saw City

PieceMaker 
The PieceMaker is an Automated linear saw designed to 
feed, cut, print and eject multiple timber components from 
stock timber lengths. Its cutting includes all truss members 
including mitres and birdsmouths

Sprint M600 
The Sprint M600 is designed to provide an 
automated and accurate method of measuring, 
cutting and marking timber components



Wall World

Curved Conveyor 
Used to transfer studs and minor sub-assemblies 

from the assembly point to the wall extruder operator, 
ready for insertion into the Wall frame

Wall Extruder 
The Wall Extruder is designed to assemble wall 

frames from precut timber components. The length 
stops on the infeed set the plate position relative 

to the stud being nailed in. After a stud is nailed in, 
the progressors will index through to the next stud 

position, this repeats until the frame is finished

Squaring Table 
Squaring the wall frame before 

attaching sheathing

Wall Extruder Exit Conveyor 
Supporting wall frames as they exit the wall 

extruder to final assembly area



30’

150’

Major Sub Assembly Table 
The Sub Component Table is designed 
to allow for construction, assembly, and 
transport of major sub-components

Sheather 
Sheathing finished frames, direct from Spida Wall Extruder. 
Automatically nails sheathing off

Major Sub Component Infeed 
The Major Sub Component Infeed Conveyor System is designed to transport 
and store pre-made timber assemblies. Conveyors store assemblies and pop 
up powered rollers transfer assemblies to the Spida Wall Extruder operator

Stud Extruder 
The assembly of C and L studs along 
with the nailing of Fireblocks to studs



150’

30’

Roof Truss Weg-It Table 
Preset nail plates into roof trusses us-ing a table layout & 

pressing system

The WEG-IT solid steel top table offers lifetime durability 
providing rapid, un-encumbered  use of manual jigging

Floor Truss Cassette Table

Finish Roller 
For use on Roof Trusses 

Final pressing of nail plates

Intelligent Stackers
Vertically stacks trusses 

Available for both roof truss stacking 
and floor truss stacking



Truss Town

Floor Truss Finish Roller 
For use on Jacks or Floor Trusses 
Final pressing of nail plates

Rolsplicer
Floor truss chord splicing

Jig-It 
The JigIt is an automated positioning system (CNC). 
This system will position pucks to create a Jig for the 
truss being assembled. It can be incorporated into 
existing roller plants or be optioned on New Builds

Floor Truss 
For use on Open Web Floor Trusses 
Final pressing of nail plates
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